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In an increasingly battle-ravaged land, Maerad, Cadvan, and Hem desperately search for one

another as they make their separate journeys. The Black Army is advancing north, and even as

Maerad faces a mighty confrontation with the Landrost to save Innail, all of the Seven Kingdoms are

threatened with bitter and devastating defeat. Yet in Maerad and Hem lives the secret to the

mysterious Singing, and legend holds that if they release the music of Elidhu together, they have the

power to defeat the Nameless One. Can brother and sister find each other in time to fight this

all-powerful enemy, and are they strong enough - even reunited - to defeat him before all is lost?

The climactic volume of the epic quartet follows the Bards of Edil-Amarandh on a vital quest to

merge their powers against a nameless evil.
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This book , I can easily say this series, is one of my lifetime favorites. Ms Croggon is an excellent

story teller, the kind that carries one deep into the tale. In many ways it felt like a spiritual odyssey of

the world which I found myself pondering on through my work day. I've purchased both kindle and

paperback versions which seldom happens , but now can be borrowed by family members and

friends. I highly recommend this entire series.

I have read every book in the series, and I must say that it deserves awards of the highest honor.



Even the awards given could not truly represent this books... Finess? No... Touch. Yes, touch;

thorough out the whole book, the whole series in fact, I felt a connection to each of the characters,

and I gained a perilously deep understanding of how each individual felt. It brought me as close to

the characters as I could possibly get, through the leaves if script bound into my book. I must say.

This book has brought my reading to a completely different, satisfactory level that I struggled to find

in many popular books like The Hunger Games and Divergent. I have recommended this book to all

of my friends at school, claiming it is the book to rival their favorites, the book to literally knock their

socks off. I'm not being comical, I'm dead serious. Anyone who fails to read this book is missing out

on a world of wonder and a world of great... Great adventures. Alison Croggon, I thank you for

bringing me the book of my life, and I will always hold a special place for your book in my heart. The

truth is, at the end of your book I wept, because I would not get to see Hem grow into a man, or

Cadvan adventure on with Madred and watch their quiet love blossom into something more. I know

it is a tall order, but perhaps you could expand on their journeys a little but more, I would like to see

Cadvans birthplace in your words and Afinil described even more so than it was, an perhaps you

could write a book solely on the Elementals adventures, purposes, and conflict. Your Not-So-Crazed

7th Grade Fan, Sadie HollingsworthP.S. This review is for both the reader and the authors viewing,

in any case that the author does happen to read this, she should know that I admire her work and I

would like to find a way to bring fiction into my block classroom. Contact me at :

Hollingsworth.Sadie@live.com (no caps).

The Singing is an amazing conclusion to the Books of Pellinor. It started with the first book and

through til the end started my love affair with this series. The whole book shows so many things that

are true in our world as well as Maerad's. Croggon shows the horror of war, power of friendship and

love, and the slow movement of recovery. The detail continues in this book letting you see and feel

the whole story. I really liked how she keeps Irc throughout the fourth book because he lightens the

fear and makes the story happier. I also like how there are a so many well known characters (like

Irc), but Croggon still adds so many new people and personalities. Each character is well described

by appearance and by the other characters' opinion if him or her. This book was one of the most

satisfying, gorgeous conclusions to a series that I have ever read. The climax of the book was

heartrending and breathtaking. Great ending, will miss reading about thier exploits and thier world.

GREAT GREAT READ YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED!

An amazing series of books. I'd recommend it to those who like the genre. An intriguing story told



over four books, during which you get to know the characters and the world through which they

travel. Well written and a generous backstory to all protagonists really makes you feel a part of the

story as you learn the depth of the characters. The quite abstract and insightful take on dark and

light, evil and good, really deepens the meaning and morality of the story, and really allowing a

deeper commitment to this wonderful literary universe.

Alison Croggon finished strong in here final book of the Pellinor saga. A most captivating read..

could not put it down.. The whole series rivals Lord of the Rinds and Harry Potter with its own

unique depth. Bringing to life a world of immense detail and beauty and magic intertwined with a

sense of realistic historical truth. The final book is as action packed as the first three if not more so,

twisted, heart warming a true fantasy novel.

This is the final book of the 4 book series. Truth, virtue and love win out over evil.I loved it. . I

couldn't put down' any of the books and read late into the night.Sorry honey. I highly recommend

it!!!I did need the first book in hard copy to look at map and word pronunciations.They weren't in the

e-book.

When I finished this book I wanted so badly for it not to end! The characters became a part of my

heart. I wanted to know more about what happened to them. I was glad there was an ending after

the ending. I wanted so badly to know more that I researched Alison Croggon on Google hoping to

find out more. I did discover that she is writing a prequel about Cadvan. This series of books are not

just for young adults! I am 58. I considered this series to be one of my favorites of all time! Her

creative style of writing had me reading every word. I usually skim a lot when I read. I had a craving

for this book series. I haven't come across many books in my lifetime that have moved me as much

as these books did!

Good read.
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